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THIS MONTH

While Fixed Income ETPs experienced outflows of ($0.7bn) in October largely due to
Treasuries, riskier credit exposures remained popular as the search for income and protection
against rising interest rates continued. Flows into High Yield funds hit a 21 month high of
$2.8bn and Floating-Rate ETPs brought in an additional $0.8bn.

Global ETP flows reached $32.9bn in October as the US debt ceiling was raised and the
likelihood of Q4 Fed tapering faded under continued signs of slow US economic growth.

The combination of these factors plus additional signs of modest growth in Europe helped
to boost flows into Developed and Emerging Markets Equities.

The industry saw $24.3bn of inflows since October 17th, demonstrating investors were
waiting for a resolution to the drama in Washington to move back into the market.

Year-to-date flows of $194.2bn remain on pace with last year’s record level, a strong proof
point for the secular growth of the industry during what has been a volatile year.

October Equity flows of $35.9bn included $18.0bn from US exposures. Flows into non-US
exposures eclipsed $15bn for the second month in a row. Year-to-date Equity flows of
$201.3bn are 72% higher than year-to-date 2012 flows of$117.0bn.

Pan European funds accumulated $7.9bn, a third consecutive record-breaking month as
valuations remain attractive relative to the US. A greater portion of these flows came from
European-listed funds than in the prior two months.

Emerging Markets flows reached $2.4bn, lower than in September but still supportive of the
case that the category had been oversold earlier in the year.

Source: Blackrock ETF Research

The Radius Team wishes you all the best during the holiday season and a Happy New Year!

Judy Street, Vice President
Radius Financial Education
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The Case For
Continued Emerging
Markets Exposure

To many investors, emerging markets look like they’re in trouble and by extension emerging market exchange
traded funds. Countries such as China, having weathered the global recession fairly well, have seen a
deceleration in growth over the past few years.   

However, the relationship between economic growth and equity market returns is not straightforward. As a result,
we suggest investors not abandon emerging markets, and instead include them in a market-weight portfolio.
Such a portfolio has the benefit of incorporating all investor beliefs and expectations regarding future prospects
for myriad factors, including economic growth.

A weak long-run correlation
When we examine historical long-run equity market returns and their relation to economic growth (as measured
by real GDP growth), we find a weak correlation across the 46 countries that make up what many would consider
to be the investable global equity market. At 4.0% per year, the average real equity market return for the countries
with the three highest GDP growth rates was slightly below the 4.2% average return for the countries with the three
lowest GDP growth rates, despite the considerable difference in those rates (8.0% a year versus 1.6%, on
average). It is clear that the correlation between these two variables is weak.

Examining the relationship between GDP growth and returns

Atul Tiwari
Managing Director,
Vanguard
Investments Canada

Charles Thomas
Investment Analyst,
Vanguard Investment
Strategy Group
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It’s not that economic growth is irrelevant to market returns. However,
the relationship between the two is far more subtle than many
appreciate and there are other influences are at work. When thinking
about the relationship between growth and returns, investors should
be mindful of four factors: 

• The difference between expected and actual GDP growth.

• The importance of global capital claims on a country’s GDP growth.

• The process of “financial deepening” – or expansion of the capital 
markets – within fast growing emerging countries.

• And, most important, the fact that market valuations reflect the 
price paid for earnings growth.

When viewed in the context of these four factors, the experience of
the past three years, in which emerging markets outpaced the growth
of developed markets without outpacing their returns, begins to make
more sense.

Economic surprises matter
It is critical to distinguish between expected economic growth and
the actual growth relative to expectations. Because markets price in
anticipated economic outcomes, it is not the expected growth that
matters for returns. Rather, it is the surprise growth – actual growth
relative to the prior expectation – that can have an immediate and
sometimes profound influence on stock returns.

For example, if the consensus view had been that the Chinese
economy would grow at 8% per year, and actual growth was reported
at 10%, the 2-percentage-point difference would represent a positive
surprise that should quickly drive up stock prices. 

Alternatively, if Chinese growth was reported at 6%, the surprise
would be negative and stock prices probably would fall, despite the
fact that 6% might be considered an excellent growth rate for a
typical developed market.

The role of multinationals
A second factor that helps to disconnect economic growth from
equity returns is the role that multinationals play in driving a country’s
GDP growth. One need ask: Who benefits from the growth a country
is experiencing?

The premise that GDP growth should equate to the earnings growth
that drives market returns assumes that an economy is closed off
from the world – no imports, no exports, and no cross-border capital
flows. Because nearly all developed and emerging market economies
are at least partially open, this assumption is incorrect. In reality,
developed market multinationals are producing and capturing some
of the economic growth from emerging market economies, creating
a wedge between national economic statistics and country-level
corporate earnings.

A significant portion of profit growth for developed market
multinational companies is driven by GDP growth in the emerging
markets where they operate. By comparing growth rates in earnings
and GDP across developed and emerging markets, we demonstrate
that earnings growth is more aligned between the two categories than
the economic statistics might suggest. This is an important reminder
not to view GDP growth as a proxy for corporate earnings growth in
any stock market.

Continued on page 6

GDP growth has a weak relationship with stock returns over the long term

Comparison of annualized real GDP growth and real stock returns across countries

Notes: The figures display each country’s average annualized real GDP growth rate along with that country’s average annualized real stock return. We include all members of
the FTSE All World Index (except the United Arab Emirates, for a lack of return history). The period covered begins in 1970, with the starting point for each country depending
on the availability of both returns and GDP data (most developed markets have data from 1970 onward, and most emerging markets have data from 1988 onward). Return data
are based on MSCI country indexes spliced with FTSE indexes once the latter are available. Both growth and return data are in real local terms, with the index returns deflated
using the GDP deflator from the IMF databases.          Source: Vanguard, based on data from the IMF, MSCI, and FTSE.

Country data start when available from 1970 on and extend through 2012



Notes: This graphic shows the average annualized growth in earnings and GDP in
nominal U.S. dollar terms. The countries represented are the members of the FTSE
Developed and FTSE Emerging Indexes as of December 2012. GDP growth is based
on aggregated data for those countries as reported in the IMF’s April 2013 World
Economic Outlook database. Earnings growth is inferred from the price index and
P/E ratios of the same indexes. 

Source: Vanguard, based on data from the IMF and FTSE.

Financial deepening
Economic growth, as measured by GDP, comes from two sources –
population growth and productivity. Therefore, a change in either of
these will impact GDP growth, which many assume ultimately
translates into market-capitalization growth. Because emerging
market nations account for the majority of the world’s population, a
common assumption is that these markets will eventually “catch up”
with the productivity levels of developed markets, thus bringing their

share of global GDP into line with their share of population. If that
happens, then one could conclude that their share of global market
capitalization should come into line as well.

Although there are caveats to this story, and the progression is not a sure
thing, it does seem reasonable that, over the long run, the shares of
population, GDP, and market cap should converge. This might seem to
suggest that high returns will result from market-cap growth in emerging
markets – but it is important to note that market cap can increase not only
through price appreciation but also through share issuance. 

Growth in market cap can occur when companies that are already
public increase productivity levels and thereby contribute to share-
price appreciation, or when companies contributing to GDP growth
go to public markets to raise capital. As more companies and
investors participate in the capital markets – a process known as
financial deepening – the demand for and supply of capital, as well
as the demand for and supply of financial assets, all should grow at
a faster pace than in the rest of the world.

The price one pays for expected growth is critical
It’s basic financial math that investment returns represent the dollar
cash flow of an investment relative to the dollar price initially paid for
that investment. Thus, when it comes to stock market returns, what
matters is not the expected growth of future cash flows per se but the
price paid for that cash-flow stream. Equity valuation metrics, such as
price/dividend or price/earnings ratios, are therefore arguably the most
relevant and useful measures for estimating future market returns.

Although emerging market equity returns have been impressive over
the past decade, it is important to view them in the context of starting
valuations. Those valuations were in fact quite low relative to
developed markets. 
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Emerging market valuations are now similar to those in developed market benchmarks

GDP is a poor proxy for equity market earnings

Note: P/E statistics for each region are from the FTSE All World index series. P/E is based on trailing 36-month earnings.       Source: Vanguard, based on data from FTSE.

The gap between emerging market and developed market valuations has shrunk considerably over the past decade, and now valuations are fairly
similar across most major market regions. Thus, the rising valuations in emerging stock markets have already contributed to returns. With
valuations where they are today, investors should be cautious about expecting a repeat of the past decade.

Implications for portfolio construction
The relationship between economic growth and equity market returns is   not as straightforward as many investors might assume. Growth
expectations, globalization, financial deepening, and valuation levels all play significant roles in disconnecting long-term growth outcomes from
equity market returns. As a result, investors should avoid making portfolio decisions based on their expectations for a particular country’s or
region’s economic prospects.

An equity allocation that includes all companies and countries and uses market weights as a guideline is a reasonable starting point for most
investors. In addition to incorporating all investor beliefs and expectations, a market-weighted approach can help avoid any tilt toward single-
country risk factors. Maintaining broad market exposure allows an investor to achieve the maximum possible diversification across countries and
securities. We believe that with a focus on maintaining an appropriate asset allocation and controlling costs, investors can indeed realize positive
long-term returns in a lower-growth world.

Atul Tiwari, Managing Director, Vanguard Investments Canada and Charles Thomas, Investment Analyst, Vanguard Investment Strategy Group

Emerging Markets United States Developed Markets Excluding U.S.

36-Month Trailing P/E Ratios for Regional Indexes, 2003-2013
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The table represents average management expense ratios for all Canadian-domiciled mutual funds and exchange traded funds as reported by Morningstar 
and calculated by Vanguard as of December 31, 2012. The Vanguard ETFs are managed by Vanguard Investments Canada Inc. Commissions, 
management fees, and expenses all may be associated with the Vanguard ETFs. This offering is only made by prospectus. The prospectus 
contains important detailed information about the securities being offered. Copies are available from Vanguard Investments Canada Inc. at 
www.vanguardcanada.ca. Please read the prospectus before investing. ETFs are not guaranteed, their values change frequently, and past 
performance may not be repeated. © 2013 Vanguard Investments Canada Inc. All rights reserved.

888-293-6728 
vanguardcanada.ca

AVERAGE MERs

Mutual funds

 2.01%
ETFs

 0.88%
Vanguard ETFs

 0.27%

Overpaying for investments 
doesn’t make sense either. 

Vanguard MERs are a fraction of the industry average cost for mutual funds or ETFs.
We pioneered index investing in 1976, and we’ve been perfecting low-cost investing ever since.
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Positioning Fixed-income
Portfolios for Rising
Interest Rates

For the past few years investors have dealt with
how to position their fixed-income portfolios
during an extended period of low interest rates.
The prospect of rising interest rates was brought
to the forefront in May, however, when the U.S.
Federal Reserve (the “Fed”) hinted that it might
begin to taper its quantitative easing program.

From May 2 through July 5 2013, the U.S. 10-year
Treasury bond yield jumped from 1.6% to 2.7%,
driving bond values down. What made the period
particularly challenging for investors was that credit
spreads also increased, with high-yield spreads
increasing by 59 basis points (bps) and investment-
grade credit spreads increasing by 17 bps. This
combination of rising rates and increased spreads
caused credit-driven areas of the fixed-income
market to struggle.

Given these recent market conditions and the
uncertainty of future interest-rate increases,
investors may be required to position their fixed-
income portfolios for the prospect of rising rates.

Prospect of rising rates comes into focus

Michael Cooke
Head of Distribution
PowerShares
Canada

U.S. 10-Year Treasury Yield 
May 2, 2013 to July 5, 2013
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Strategies to consider
Fixed income is used in portfolios for two main reasons: income generation and portfolio diversification to limit downside risk. The current
economic environment requires investors to rethink how to achieve these goals while also protecting themselves from rising interest rates. Two
key strategies are managing duration risk and diversifying sources of yield. A combination of both may allow investors to effectively reposition
their portfolios for rising rates while preserving the benefits of fixed income.

1. Managing duration risk
Duration is an important measure for fixed-income investors to consider. It quantifies how sensitive a bond portfolio is to interest-rate moves and
therefore indicates price volatility. For example, a portfolio whose duration is three years will appreciate or depreciate 3% if interest rates move
1% in either direction. Bonds with longer maturities will be more adversely affected by rate increases. 

To manage duration risk, investors have two primary options: using shorter duration bonds or floating-rate instruments, such as senior secured
bank loans. Shorter-duration bonds will not be impacted as much by rising rates given their shorter maturities and floating-rate instruments will
see their yields increase along with rates (due to their frequent interest-rate resets) and their principal will not be affected.

2. Diversify sources of yield
Investors are also looking to generate yield in their portfolios while
mitigating interest-rate risk.

Global bond strategies can offer diversification beyond traditional
fixed-income investments and equity investments can generate
income while limiting interest rate exposure. Exposure to credit is also
effective since credit spreads tend to tighten as rates increase. In
fact, over the past 15 years there have been 10 instances where U.S.

Yield to maturity
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Index ETF (TSX:BKL)
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Yield to Maturity vs. Duration

Source: Invesco as at September 30, 2013. Quoted Index yields should not be construed as an amount an investor would
receive from the ETF and are subject to change.

10-year Treasury yields rose by 50 bps or more and only the most
recent increase (May 2 to July 5, 2013) coincided with an increase in
high-yield credit spreads. Generally, interest rates rise during periods
of economic recovery or sustained strong growth. Typically, these
environments lead to improving credit conditions, which benefit
riskier bonds from high-yield corporate issuers and emerging-market
governments and  corporations.

Continued on page 10

Standard performance data @ September 30, 2013

1 month 3 month 6 month 1 year 2 year Since SI date
% % % % inception (SI)

BKL -0.49 -0.41 1.01 4.22 4.84 4/16/2012

PFH -0.90 -1.04 0.14 3.26 7.00 5.35 6/21/2011

PSB -0.24 -0.38 -0.08 2.10 2.81 -0.24 6/15/2011

PTB -0.81 -2.83 -2.95 -1.65 -1.65 8/24/2012



Looking forward: To taper or not
After an extended period of preparing the markets for the possibility of
tapering, the Fed surprised the market with its statement on September
18, 2013 at the Federal Open Market Committee meeting, where it
decided to continue the current rate of its Treasury purchase program.

The key takeaway from the Fed statement was its concern about the
robustness of current economic activity. The Fed highlighted fiscal
policy, poor labour market performance and subdued inflation as
important factors in the decision not to taper its bond-buying
program. It also cited tighter financial conditions as a risk for the
economic outlook.

Even though the Fed has deferred the start of a rising-rate era by
holding its policy steady, investors may still expect interest rates to
rise when the central bank starts to reduce its bond-buying in the
months to come.

Given the uncertainty over the speed and timing in which interest
rates could potentially rise, investors may want to take steps to
mitigate the impact of further rate increases.

Putting ideas into action
How can investors access fixed-income and other options to help
manage the effect of rising interest rates on their portfolios?
PowerShares Canada has you covered. e
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Continued from : Positioning fixed-income portfolios for rising interest rates   page 9

For more information on PowerShares Canada’s products, please visit www.powershares.ca

Michael Cooke, Head of Distribution
PowerShares Canada
michael.cooke@invesco.com 

Commissions, management fees and expenses may all be associated with investments in exchange-traded funds (ETFs). ETFs are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance
may not be repeated. Please read the prospectus before investing. Copies are available from Invesco Canada Ltd. at www.powershares.ca.

There are risks involved with investing in ETFs. Please read the prospectus for a complete description of risks relevant to the ETF. Ordinary brokerage commissions apply to purchases and sales of ETF units.  

Most PowerShares ETFs seek to replicate, before fees and expenses, the performance of the applicable Index and are not actively managed. This means that the Sub-advisor will not attempt to take defensive
positions in declining markets and the ETF will continue to provide exposure to each of the securities in the Index regardless of whether the financial condition of one or more issuers of securities in the Index
deteriorates. In contrast, if a PowerShares ETF is actively managed, then the Sub-advisor has discretion to adjust that PowerShares ETF’s holdings in accordance with the ETF’s investment objectives and strategies.

ETFs are not diversified investments.

DEX Investment Grade 1-5 Year Laddered Corporate Bond Index and DEX Ultra DLUX Long Government Bond Index are trademarks of PC-BOND. These marks have been sublicensed for use for certain
purposes to Invesco Canada Ltd. by PC-Bond, a business unit of TSX Inc. PowerShares 1-5 Year Laddered Investment Grade Corporate Bond Index ETF and PowerShares Ultra DLUX Long Term Government
Bond Index ETF (the “Products”) are not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by PC-BOND, its affiliates (including TSX Group Inc. and FTSE International Limited) and third party data suppliers
(collectively, “PC-Bond Group”). PC-Bond Group make no representation, warranty, or condition regarding the advisability of investing in the Products

FTSE® is a trade mark owned by the London Stock Exchange Group companies and is used by FTSE International Limited (“FTSE”) under licence. The FTSE RAFI® Index Series is calculated by FTSE in
conjunction with Research Affiliates LLC (“RA”). Neither FTSE nor RA sponsor, endorse or promote this product and are not in any way connected to it and do not accept any liability in relation to its issue,
operation and trading. Any intellectual property rights in the index values and constituent list vests in FTSE. 

Investors should be aware of the risks associated with data sources and quantitative processes used in our investment management process. Errors may exist in data acquired from third party vendors,
the construction of model portfolios, and in coding related to the index and portfolio construction process. While Research Affiliates takes steps to identify data and process errors so as to minimize the
potential impact of such errors on index and portfolio performance, we cannot guarantee that such errors will not occur. 

“Fundamental Index®” and/or “Research Affiliates Fundamental Index®” and/or “RAFI®” and/or all other RA trademarks, trade names, patented and patent-pending concepts are the exclusive property of
Research Affiliates, LLC.

Standard & Poor’s® and S&P® are registered trademarks of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC (“S&P”) and have been sublicensed for certain purposes by Invesco Canada Ltd.  TSX is a registered
trademark of TSX Inc. and LSTA is a registered trademark of Loan Syndications and Trading Association and both have been licensed for use by S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Invesco Canada Ltd.  The
S&P/TSX Composite Low Volatility Index, S&P/TSX Composite High Beta Index, S&P 500 Low Volatility Index (CAD Hedged), S&P 500 High Beta Index (CAD Hedged) and S&P/LSTA U.S. Leveraged Loan
100 Index (CAD Hedged) are products of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, and have been licensed for use by Invesco Canada Ltd.  None of the Funds or ETFs that utilize such indices are sponsored, endorsed,
sold or promoted by S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, Dow Jones, S&P, their respective affiliates, or third party licensors and neither S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, Dow Jones, S&P, their respective affiliates
nor their third party licensors make any representation regarding the advisability of investing in such products.

PowerShares Canada is a registered business name of Invesco Canada Ltd.

This piece was produced by Invesco Canada Ltd.  

Invesco® and all associated trademarks are tradema rks of Invesco Holding Company Limited, used under licence. PowerShares®, Leading the Intelligent ETF Revolution® and all associated trademarks are
trademarks of Invesco PowerShares Capital Management, LLC (Invesco PowerShares), used under licence.  © Invesco Canada Ltd., 2013

PowerShares Canadian Preferred Share Index ETF (TSX:PPS)
PowerShares Diversified Yield Fund
PowerShares Fundamental High Yield Corporate Bond (CAD
Hedged) Index ETF (TSX:PFH)
PowerShares Tactical Bond ETF (TSX:PTB)

Diversify yield

PowerShares 1‐5 Year Laddered Investment Grade Corporate
Bond Index ETF (TSX:PSB)
PowerShares Senior Loan (CAD Hedged) Index ETF (TSX:BKL)

Manage duration
StrategyGoal
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Cash Flow Opportunities
Using ETFs

As a refresher, a call option written against stock you own is a contract which allows the purchaser to benefit from
a rise in the stock price over a limited time period. Each contract has a stated exercise, or “strike” price, which is
the price at which the purchaser has the option to buy the underlying stock. If the stock price rises above the
exercise price, the purchaser will exercise their option. If the stock price falls below the exercise price, the purchaser
will let the worthless option expire. The price of the option will be determined based on the difference between the
stock price and the exercise price, the volatility of the underlying stock (where greater volatility leads to a higher
price) and the time to expiration of the option contract (where a longer time period leads to a higher price.)

A covered call option (a call option written against a stock you own) can be a great strategy for reducing overall
volatility of portfolio returns, generating tax effective cash-flow to supplement dividend yields (option premiums
earned in a buy and hold strategy  receive capital gains treatment), and for providing good risk-adjusted total
returns over time.  They are particularly effective in sideways to slightly downward markets, and they can be
extremely useful strategies to implement in high volatility sectors. First Asset’s methodology of only covering 25%
of any one holding makes it very effective in most rising markets as well. However, a strategy that sells call options
will, by its very nature, cap upside. In addition, there are a number of different call option strategies available on
the market and investors need to be aware that, depending on the amount of a portfolio that is “covered” (write
call options on), the portfolio can end up with very different outcomes in different market conditions.

Over the last several years, much has been written about covered call option strategies.
Some commentators position them as portfolio panaceas, others that they rarely work
as advertised. The truth, as always, lies somewhere in the middle. 

Barry H. Gordon
President & Chief
Executive Officer
First Asset
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When selecting a covered call option strategy, investors need to
consider the exposure to the underlying stocks. A portfolio should
never be just a “volatility engine”.  The investor should always start
from a position of wanting exposure to the underlying stocks in the
portfolio.  Then, investors need to pay close attention to how much
of a position is “covered”. The more any stock position is covered
(even writing out-of-the-money options), the more upside potential
is limited. First Asset believes that a covered call option strategy that
only ever writes on 25% of each portfolio position provides the best
of all worlds – it earns option premiums and lowers volatility of
portfolio returns, but leaves 75% of a portfolio completely exposed
to the market – so that in upward trending markets, an investor will
retain material upside potential.

At First Asset, we believe in always having 75% of any portfolio
holding “uncovered”, and that it is particularly effective in certain
sectors.  One of those sectors, in our view, is the technology sector,
and we developed First Asset Tech Giants Covered Call ETF (TSX
symbol: TXF) to provide a simple, investable and accessible solution
for investors.  TXF invests, on an equally weighted basis, in the largest
25 technology stocks listed on a North American exchange, and
writes at-the-money call options each month on 25% of each

portfolio holding.  Writing call options on technology stocks can play
to their inherent volatility, and the additional cash-flow from the option
premiums turns a low/no yielding sector into a strategy that generates
significant distributions.  First Asset’s strategy of only writing on 25%
leaves 75% upside potential in the high growth technology sector,
and adds portfolio diversification benefits.  

Technology stocks only represent approximately 2% of the S&P/TSX
Composite Index, so adding TXF to a portfolio increases large cap
technology exposure – but on an equal weighted basis to avoid the
huge impact of swings in giants like Apple – and also provides all of
the benefits of a call option strategy discussed above. The TXF
portfolio is also hedged back to Canadian dollars, largely avoiding
currency fluctuations from holdings in USD denominated securities.
Remembering that covered call option strategies will cap upside in
roaring bull markets, for investors seeking an investment solution that
will provide greater exposure to large cap technology stocks and
retain significant upside potential, but lower overall volatility of returns
and additional distributable cash-flow, that technology investments
on their own do not typically provide, TXF is a great solution. 

Barry H. Gordon, President and Chief Executive Officer, First Asset

1 As of October 31/2013      2 Inception date is October 21, 2011

Covered Call Strategy Example 
A covered call option strategy is implemented by selling a call option contract while owning an equivalent number of
shares of the underlying stock. This is generally considered to be a conservative strategy because it decreases the risk
of stock ownership while providing additional income; however, it caps upside potential on price increases above the
strike price at which the call option is sold. For example, if you own ABC Co. which is trading at $10 and sell a call option
with a strike price of $10.50, you do not get any capital appreciation above $10.50 if the stock price of ABC Co. rises
through the $10.50 strike price prior to the expiry of the option.

Disclaimer: This communication is intended for informational purposes only. The Fund is offered by prospectus. Individuals should seek the advice of professionals, as appropriate, and read a Fund’s
prospectus prior to investing. Copies of the prospectus may be obtained from your investment advisor, First Asset or at www.sedar.com. Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and
expenses all may be associated with an investment in ETF Funds. ETF Funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. The indicated rates of return
are the historical annual compound total returns including changes in unit value and reinvestment of all distributions and does not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or operational charges
or income taxes payable by a security holder that would have reduced returns.  Performance is calculated net of fees. The performance information shown is for Common units of TXF, and may not be
indicative of the performance of other series of the same fund. Variations in performance data among various series of the same fund is due to differences in management fees attributed to each series.
The Fund is managed by First Asset Investment Management Inc. The opinions contained in this article are solely those of First Asset and are subject to change without notice. First Asset is under no obligation
to update the information contained herein. The information should not be regarded as a substitute for the exercise of your own judgment.

PERFORMANCE 1 6 m YTD 1 yr 2 yr SI2

First Asset Tech Giants Covered Call ETF 13.49% 22.31% 29.55% 13.13% 13.92%
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The Case for Banks

Banks are intertwined in almost all aspects of the economy, offering investor diversified exposure to growth.
With interest rates as a key discussion point, banks benefit from rising interest rates because a large
percentage of their business is built on the spread between loans and deposits. As interest rates rise, banks
benefit from the widening spread which typically results in improving margins.

Globally, banks have been bolstered by government intervention. The introduction of Basel III standards led to
banks improving their Tier 1 capital ratios, lowering leverage, and divesting away riskier businesses. This benefits
investors because banks have more robust balance sheets that can better shelter them from market events. 

While investing in banks exposes an investor to the growth of the market, it is important to understand that banks
are different than the typical growth sectors as natural resources, which are more exposed to global growth and
the economic outlook of emerging markets. 

The growth in Canadian ETFs now supports the opportunity for precise investing within
the banking industry, while maintaining the traditional benefits of ETFs, including lower
cost, diversification, and liquidity. ETFs allow investors to employ both tactical and
strategic shifts in their portfolios, to better access specific market opportunities.

Mark Raes
Vice President &
Head of Product,
BMO ETFs
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Even within the Financial sector, there are differences between
insurance companies and banks, so that a more precise investment
may be appropriate. Insurance companies operate with a longer term
risk profile compared to the shorter term risk profile of banks. Those
differences are evident with the divergent performance over time
between banks and insurance companies. 

Banks represent over 20% of Canada’s market cap. In the U.S.,
banks represent over 10% of the market cap. So while banks are a
more precise investment representing an industry and not a sector,
they are a highly investible segment of the market. 

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC

Bank equities deliver a steady stream of dividends - in Canada
around 4% - that grow over time helping investors get paid as the
investment grows. Diversifying amongst the different banks in a
country is the most cost effective way of reducing risk and
maximizing return opportunities. 

Global investors have a high regard for Canadian banks as the banking
model to follow. The Canadian banks have managed to deliver steady
growth against a backdrop of regulatory changes over the years. 

After a significant clean-up in the Financial sector since the credit crisis,
the U.S. banking sector has become a more attractive investment
opportunity. Banks have divested away their more risky operations and
have become far more discriminating in the credit they are extending.
As of result of this, U.S. banks have stronger balance sheets, improved
asset pool quality, and more stable business operations. 

The growth in the diversity of Canadian ETFs is a significant boon to
investors, as ETFs now support the opportunity for precise investing
within geographic markets, sectors, and industries such as banking.
ETFs are a liquid single ticket investment that gives investors the
benefit of instant diversification.

Mark Raes, Vice President & Head of Product, BMO ETFs
mark.raes@bmo.com
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Adding Value in
the New Disclosure
Environment

Global Changes Afoot in Advisor Compensation
Sweeping change is underway globally which will impact the relationships advisors have with their clients, the type
of investment solutions they offer and the way they are compensated for giving advice. In December 2012, the
UK implemented the Adviser Charging Regime after a comprehensive retail distribution review. The new regime
eliminates embedded commissions on inve stment products, replacing them with a separate and transparent fee
for advice that is negotiated with the client in advance. Proficiency requirements for advisors were also introduced.
Australia followed suit in July of 2013, implementing a similar set of reforms.

In Canada, discussion to date has largely been focused on the way mutual fund fees are structured with the
initiation of a discussion paper by Canadian Securities Administrators one year ago. Early recommendations have
focused on greater fee transparency for investors with the introduction of a mandatory point of sale Fund Fact
sheet containing new detailed information related to fund expenses and advisor compensation. Future phases of
the project will focus on the implementation of further disclosure requirements.

Robyn Graham
Vice President,
HAHN Investment
Stewards &
Company Inc.



The Impact of Fee Transparency on Investors and Advisors
A recent survey by Deloittei in the UK concludes that greater fee
transparency is likely to significantly impact investor and advisor
behavior. The survey reveals a critical lack of understanding
concerning how advisors are compensated for the services they
provide. Going forward, these fees will be reported separately from
investment management and other product manufacturing fees.
Some investors will undoubtedly be surprised and will look to their
advisor for explanation of the fees they are paying and the benefits
they are receiving in turn.

For advisors, the key to thriving in the new fee disclosure environment
is preparedness. Advisors must ensure that their fee for service is
communicated openly and pro-actively and that their value
proposition is clear.

The Advisor Value Proposition
The value an advisor brings to the client experience varies greatly
depending on their training and their skills. In our experience, those
that excel provide superior value in one of two key areas: providing
specialized expertise or a personalized experience.

Advisors with specialized expertise often build their practice by providing
professional advice in tax planning, estate planning or retirement income
planning and then integrate their services with those of other specialists.
As such, they are the keystone in the client relationship, providing
necessary and often indispensable ongoing value.

Advisors who provide a personalized experience are the trusted
professionals who help their clients navigate an increasingly complex
financial world. A client-centric focus means always looking after the
client’s best interest and taking the time to educate clients about their
goals and progress. A financial-planning based approach puts the
advisor firmly in the center of the relationship, as the facilitator and
manager of the many types of professional advice a client will need
in his/her lifetime.

With either approach, it is important for advisors to know strategically
how they intend to position their practice and not try to be all things
to all clients. Successful advisors collaborate and partner with other
professionals to bring the best of the best to their clients.

Outsourced Asset Management – a Rapidly Growing Trend
The need for specialization extends to the sphere of asset
management. The complexity of today’s global markets requires skill
in active asset allocation and investment selection. The unbundling of
investment management and advisory fees presents an opportunity
for advisors to source the best institutional quality asset managers in
the world without bias. Increasingly, advisors are turning to managed
portfolio solutions for their clients and focusing their own energies
on other value-added activities.

Personalized Asset Management Solutions are Evolving
For investors and advisors seeking personalized asset management,
the portfolio solutions available have advanced by quantum leaps in
recent years.

Managed portfolios are not new. For high net worth or institutional
investors, personalized, professional asset management has always
been available. The advent of mutual funds facilitated access to
professional management for the small investor in the last quarter of
the 20th century. In the proliferation of funds that resulted, however,
the investor’s needs and goals often remained unsatisfied.

Later attempts to build multi-fund portfolios in line with investors’ risk
tolerance, time horizon and objectives failed again as underlying
multi-fund portfolios were subject to style drift, lack of diversification
and duplication of both portfolio holdings and fees. These programs
also shared a common default in their belief system – that alpha was
generated by managers with skill in security selection.

Positioned as antidotes to the “failure” of active management, index
funds emerged at this time and the decades old “active versus
passive” debate was born. Index strategies failed to develop mass
appeal, however, and throughout the late stage bull market of the
1990’s, investors continued to gravitate toward higher risk, illiquid,
non transparent investments.

Not until the Global Financial Crisis and resulting market collapse was
the emphasis on investment manager skill placed rightly where it
belonged – on asset allocation and portfolio construction. Previously,
these decisions were often made by consultants, investment
committees or marketing departments, with security selection
delegated to investment managers with skill in a single asset class.

Active management of global portfolios using individual securities
formerly posed liquidity, access and trading cost challenges. These
barriers have now been removed with the utilization of exchange
traded funds (ETFs). The benefits of using ETFs have not been lost on
professional asset managers, who have embraced this portfolio
management tool enthusiastically, often exclusively. This new breed
of asset manager with specialized expertise in the construction,
trading and management of ETF portfolios has come to be known in
the investment industry as ETF Strategists, or ETF Asset Managers.

A Better Way to Invest
Personalized asset management requires not only a client-centric
focus, but a delivery system that makes customization possible.
Today, with the widespread availability of high quality, low cost
exchange traded funds, asset managers can focus their time and
expertise on harnessing the impact of global macro-economic events
and managing risk. ETFs provide superior diversification
opportunities through cost-effective access to a greater number of
global asset types, but more than this, ETFs facilitate the important
active strategy changes that previously would have been prohibitively
expensive to implement. With these obstacles now put aside, ETF
asset managers can now focus on constructing institutional-quality,
personalized investment solutions for investors that did not exist a
decade ago. 

For advisors seeking to outsource active, global investment
management to a specialist in this field, resources are now emerging
to assist you. In fact, the manager research departments of many
financial institutions are now focused on selecting the best and most
experienced managed solutions providers for their platforms, a
process which today often leads to a short-list of ETF asset allocation
strategists with a decade or more of demonstrated skill.  

In a transparent fee disclosure environment the actively managed ETF
portfolio represents the leading edge of modern portfolio design and
implementation – a solution the advisors can comfortably recommend
to their clients while focusing on the value-added services of his or
her own practice.

Robyn Graham, Vice President, HAHN Investment Stewards &
Company Inc.  rgraham@hahninvest.com  
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Montreal

The Forums created by Radius Financial Education (Radius) brought together leading professionals from
every segment of this dynamic group of investment providers including investors, advisors, managers,
research professionals, regulatory experts and noted financial educators, to review the past, assess the present
and discuss strategic options for achieving continued future success.

Both 2012 and 2013 have been a time of exponential growth and change in Exchange Traded Products. Building
a top down agenda allowed us to focus on educating our attendees on the role Canada has played in this growth,
the current trends around the world and the economic environment, rising interest rates, regulatory changes, building
better portfolios, Exchange Traded Receipts and issues financial advisors are facing today. Our distinguished list
of speakers, each an authority in their field, did just that! They opened up the floor in Montreal to freely exchange
ideas, answer questions, share their views and thoughts on the correct usage and benefits of ETFs and what your
clients need to know prior to implementing Exchange Traded products in their portfolios.

Radius’ goal was to host a truly educational forum and we would like to thank our speakers and sponsors for their
invaluable contribution. We would also like to thank all those who completed an evaluation form as these
comments are essential and will be the foundation for our 2014 ETF Forums.

Exchange Traded Forum Montreal took place on
Wednesday, October 9 at the Hotel Omni.

exchangetradedforum.com
A  P R E S E N TAT I O N  O F

Moderator,
Pat Bolland

e
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        Exchange Traded Forum (ETF) 
Wednesday, April 2 ~ Toronto 
Canada�s leading event dedicated to Exchange Traded Products. Hear from leading 
financial industry professionals and industry experts who will provide valuable insights into 
the issues and trends that matter most to Canada�s financial professionals. Join us for 
presentations, advisor/client-focused sessions, roundtable discussions, networking events 
and knowledge sharing critical issues facing the financial industry. Open to a target 
audience, attendance to this Forum is complimentary for qualified investment 
professionals. 

 
exchangetradedforum.com 

    Niagara Institutional Dialogue (NID) 
Mon., June 9 to Wed., June 11 ~ Niagara-on-the-Lake 
Niagara Institutional Dialogue is an exchange of ideas, knowledge and practices for 
Canadian Institutional Investors. A selected group of senior representatives from Canadian 
pensions and family offices, will participate in three days of informative discussions, 
education and networking. This confidential closed-door event is reserved for select industry 
participants. 

 

 
institutionaldialogue.com 

    Exchange Traded Forum (ETF) 
Tuesday, June 17 ~ Vancouver 
Canada�s leading event dedicated to Exchange Traded Products. Hear from leading 
financial industry professionals and industry experts who will provide valuable insights into 
the issues and trends that matter most to Canada�s financial professionals. Join us for 
presentations, advisor/client-focused sessions, roundtable discussions, networking events 
and knowledge sharing critical issues facing the financial industry. Open to a target 
audience, attendance to this Forum is complimentary for qualified investment 
professionals. 

exchangetradedforum.com 

    World Alternative Investment Summit Canada (WAISC) 
Mon., Sept. 29 to Wed., Oct. 1 ~ Niagara Falls 
WAISC is in its 12th year and is Canada�s largest gathering of alternative and exempt 
market investment professionals and service providers. Featuring panel discussions with top-
level international speakers, fund managers and leading service providers, WAISC brings 
together over 300 delegates to explore every side of alternative investments.  WAISC is a 
popular annual event that is not to be missed. 

 
waisc.com 

   

 World Alternative Investment Summit Canada  (WAISC West) 
Wednesday, November 12 ~ Vancouver 
WAISC West is in its 3rd year and is Canada�s largest gathering of alternative and exempt 
market investment professionals and service providers. Featuring panel discussions with top-
level international speakers, fund managers and leading service providers, WAISC brings 
together over 200 delegates to explore every side of alternative investments. 

 

 
waisc.com   

Radius Financial Education                             radiusfinancialeducation.com (division of CHW Inc.)    
Radius Financial Education (Radius), a division of CHW Inc., has been producing high level conferences within the financial services sector 
in Canada for over 12 years. 
As Canada�s leading producer of conferences within the financial sector, Radius events focus on education and networking through an 
exchange of independent ideas and information, allowing our delegates to be leaders in their chosen fields. Our top-down approach to 
the agenda enables us to deliver relevant, thought-provoking, cutting edge, and sometimes controversial insight in a stimulating manner. 
We understand the importance of learning from the best. Each conference offers a well balanced speaker composition consisting of 
insight from authors, educators, economists, regulatory bodies and industry leaders from around the globe. 

 



Returns of an Index do not represent the Fund’s returns. An investor cannot invest directly in the Index. All performance data for all indices assumes the reinvestment of all 
distributions. Morningstar Index performance data results prior to 12/09/2013  are hypothetical, but are calculated using the same methodology that has been in use by the index 
provider since the Index was first published. Information regarding the Index, including the applicable index methodology, is available at http://indexes.morningstar.com. As a 
result of the risks and limitations inherent in hypothetical performance data, hypothetical results may differ from actual Index performance. Top performing Canadian Equity 
Funds - Source: Morningstar. FXM & WXM’s Morningstar performance rankings are solely based on 1 year total return performance as at September 30, 2013, in the CIFSC 
Canadian Equity category for ETFs and mutual funds. The CIFSC Canadian Equity category has 31 funds in the ETF group, and 452 funds in the mutual fund group. FXM 
performance - 1 Year: 28.85%, Since Inception: 21.30%. WXM performance - 1 Year: 17.90%, Since Inception: 15.92%. One Year and Since Inception Performance Returns as 
at September 30 , 2013. FXM & WXM’s inception date is February 15, 2012.  All performance figures shown are for the common units of the Funds. The Fund’s performance is 
subject to change every month. First Asset is the fastest growing ETF company in Canada based on asset inflows for September 2013. Please read the Fund’s prospectus before 
investing. Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with an investment in this Fund. ETFs are not guaranteed, their values 
change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. Morningstar® is a trademark of Morningstar, Inc. The Funds are not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by 
Morningstar or any of its affiliates (collectively, “Morningstar”), and Morningstar makes no representation regarding the advisability of investing in these Funds. The Funds are 
managed by First Asset Investment Management Inc.

Based on the same Morningstar CPMS factor-based methodologies as First Asset’s top performing Canadian equity ETFs, 
XXM and YXM replicate indexes which have demonstrated outstanding historical performance versus the S&P 500 TR Index. 

ACCESS THE WORLD’S LARGEST ECONOMY

HISTORICAL INDEX PERFORMANCE 
(9/30/2013) - COMPOUND ANNUAL RETURNS IN US DOLLARS

1 YEAR 3 YEARS 5 YEARS 10 YEARS

Morningstar® US Momentum Target 50 IndexSM TR 31.17 21.30 11.72 11.82

Morningstar® US Value Target 50 IndexSM TR 41.70 24.92 17.92 17.18

S&P 500 TR Index 19.34 16.27 10.02 7.57

ADD U.S. EQUITY TO YOUR PORTFOLIO.
VISIT WWW.FIRSTASSET.COM

CONNECT 
WITH US:

The Fastest Growing ETF Company in Canada

Source: Morningstar Direct

SAME RULES.
NEW COUNTRY.

INTRODUCING TWO NEW U.S. EQUITY ETFs:

First Asset Morningstar US Momentum Index ETF (TSX:YXM)

First Asset Morningstar US Value Index ETF (TSX:XXM) 



Alternatives  
meet ETFs

Horizons ETFs is a member of Mirae Asset Global Investments.  Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with an investment in Horizons Alternative  
Strategy ETFs managed by AlphaPro Management Inc. (the “ETFs”). The ETFs are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. Certain Horizons 
Alternative Strategy ETFs may have exposure to leveraged investment techniques that magnify gains and losses and which may result in greater volatility in value and could be subject to aggressive 
investment risk and price volatility risk. The prospectus contains important detailed information about these ETFs. Please read the prospectus before investing.     
            

Horizons ETFs offer six alternative-strategy ETFs that can help reduce portfolio volatility,  
manage overall risk and achieve non-correlated returns. Gain alternative exposure with  
the liquidity, transparency and low cost of an ETF structure.  

HAC  Horizons Seasonal Rotation ETF 
HBR Horizons Auspice Broad Commodity Index ETF
HHF  Horizons Morningstar Hedge Fund Index ETF
HMF  Horizons Auspice Managed Futures Index ETF
HUS.U  Horizons Universa US Black Swan ETF
HUT  Horizons Universa Canadian Black Swan ETF

 

 

 

HHF, Recipient of the 2012 William F. Sharpe  
Indexing Achievement Award for Most Innovative ETF

Horizons alternative ETFs trade on the Toronto Stock Exchange. Learn more at  
www.HorizonsETFs.com/alternatives.
HETF<GO>
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this year’s rrsp season is 

shaping up to be the best in sev-

eral years as investors regain con-

fidence and hold a more positive 

view of the future.

In fact, financial advisors report 

that clients are eager to review 

their portfolios and add to their 

equities exposure. Fund compan-

ies, meanwhile, are seeing sizable 

increases in sales volumes com-

pared with the past few years. 

“A number of clients who were 

running to the ‘safe and secure’ 

last year are much more opti-

mistic this year,” says Bill Bell, 

president of Bell Financial Inc. 

of Aurora, Ont. “Last year, they 

wanted to talk about the inter-

est rate on a five-year guaranteed 

investment certificate [GIC]; this 

year, they want to know about the 

U.S. equities market. Instead of 

saying, ‘Get me out’ after the good 

year we saw in equities in 2012, 

clients are seeing the benefits of 

Andrea Kladar, an investment advisor with TD Waterhouse 

Private Investment Advice in Calgary, volunteers and raises 

funds for organizations that help homeless and mistreated 

animals. She works with the Alberta Animal Rescue Crew 

Society, fostering dogs in need of care. She eventually adopted 

Drizella, above. “We have an obligation,” she says, “to give to 

those who need us the most.” (See story on page B12.)

R R S P S 

More clients 
are warming  
to equities 

late last year, the om- 

budsman for Banking Services 

and Investments (OBSI) un-

leashed its so-called “nuclear op-

tion” by publicly singling out sev-

eral financial services firms that 

were refusing to follow OBSI’s 

recommendations to compensate 

aggrieved investors. But investor 

advocates say those nukes clearly 

fizzled, and now it’s time for regu-

lators to give OBSI more bite.

For most of OBSI’s life, the 

desjardins group’s recent  

decision to buy a stake in 

Qtrade Financial Group will al-

low Desjardins, the Lévis, Que.-

based financial services giant, 

to extend its reach into the cred-

it union system outside its home 

province. At the same time, the 

deal will strengthen Vancouver-

based Qtrade’s existing position 

as a third-party wealth-manage-

ment provider to the credit union 

system.

DAVE BUSTON

WWW. INVESTMENTEXECUTIVE .COM
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Active ETFs Delivering a 

World of Dividends

The CE solution you’ve been waiting for is here 

Visit www.investmentexecutive.com and click on “CE Place” to:
- manage all your CE requirements
- take and complete courses online
- register for events
- create personalized learning plans
- print your certificates anytime 

For more information, contact us at 416-218-3677 
or visit our website www.investmentexecutive.comwww.investmentexecutive.com

Manage ALL your CE needs
(and it’s ALL free)

In step with 
market needs
At KPMG, we understand the fi nancial services industry.

Our integrated teams of Audit, Tax, and Advisory professionals 
help to provide our clients with an in-depth understanding of the 
markets in which they operate. Through our varied perspectives, 
we help our clients navigate the potential challenges and 
take advantage of new opportunities throughout the business 
lifecycle - from value creation to realization.

We provide leading professional services and 
industry insight to help organizations manage risk 
and performance in the dynamic and challenging 
environments in which they do business.

kpmg.ca

© 2012 KPMG LLP, a Canadian limited liability partnership and a member fi rm of the KPMG network of independent 
member fi rms affi liated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
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Disclaimer The information contained in Canadian Hedge Watch has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable, however accuracy is not guaranteed. Canadian Hedge Watch provides information as
a general source of news and events and should not be considered personal investment advice. Before taking any action all readers are advised and cautioned to consult a certified financial advisor. We have
endeavoured to ensure that the material contained in Canadian Hedge Watch is accurate at time of publication.

Stay Informed with a Canadian Hedge Watch Membership
Canadian Hedge Watch is published 11 times per year by Canadian Hedge Watch Inc.

We welcome articles, suggestions and comments from our readers. All submissions become the property of Canadian Hedge Watch Inc.,
which reserves the right to exercise editorial control in accordance with its policies and educational goals.

Contact Information
Canadian Hedge Watch Inc.
20 Toronto Street, Suite 820, Toronto, Ontario  M5C 2B8
tel: 416.848.0277 ext. 2225    fax: 416.848.0278
toll free: 1.877.249.9249
Media, Advertising & Editorial:  info@canadianhedgewatch.com
Subscriptions:  info@canadianhedgewatch.comcanadianhedgewatch.com

Stay informed with all the
latest hedge fund news
and performance data
with in-depth analyses.

Also includes:

• Current and historical Canadian hedge
fund data

• Distribution of assets in Canadian hedge funds
• Average asset size of funds
• Return information, average and detailed
• Correlation tables
• Comprehensive Canadian hedge fund listings
• Tables of new funds, the best funds and

the worst funds
• CHW Index update sheet
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CANADIAN ETF WATCH X

A bi-monthly on-line magazine designed to
promote the ETF sector through  industry-
sourced articles from ETF experts

Comprehensive on-line source of the latest
news, reports and conference updates

Dedicated exclusively to the presentation
of investor  information regarding ETFs

For investors, advisors & financial planners

WatchETF
C A N A D I A N

Keep up to date with the latest ETF market
trends and products with Canadian ETF Watch.

Where ETF professionals discuss
the market in their own words.
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canadianetfwatch.com
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exchangetradedforum.com

SPECIAL CONFERENCE EDITION

M O N T R E A L

A division of CHW Inc.

Canadian ETF Watch is produced by

20 Toronto Street, Suite 820, Toronto, Ontario  M5C 2B8
tel: 416.306.0151 ext. 2225
Media, Advertising & Editorial:  info@radiusfinancialeducation.com
Subscriptions:  info@radiusfinancialeducation.com



BMO ETFs 
for every
investment 
objective.
We offer a comprehensive line-up of ETFs* to meet 
the evolving needs of investors, including:

· Generating income with higher yield potential
· Stability during market uncertainty
· Diversification through fixed income
· Protection of purchasing power in times of inflation

Invest in BMO ETFs today, and you invest in the strength 
of our leading-edge team.

Visit bmo.com/etfs

*BMO ETFs are managed and administered by BMO Asset Management Inc., an investment fund manager and 
portfolio manager and separate legal entity from Bank of Montreal. Commissions, management fees and expenses 
all may be associated with investments in exchange traded funds. Please read the prospectus before investing. 
Exchange traded funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be 
repeated. ®“BMO (M-bar roundel symbol)” is a registered trade-mark of Bank of Montreal, used under licence.


